Fern® enhances the sitting experience by providing any user the ability to move with natural flexibility, comfort, and total back support, embracing the performance demands of today’s workers.

Features
- Wave Suspension™ provides total back support, from the pelvic and lumbar region to the neck
- Edgeless design provides responsive comfort and full range of movement
- Height-adjustable lumbar support accommodates any user
- 4D height-adjustable arms move fluidly fore, aft, side to side, and pivot
- Synchronized 3-point tilt enables comfortable, relaxed posture
- Pneumatic height adjustment relieves pressure on the back of the legs
- 5-position back stop adjusts from upright to reclined
- Forward tilt allows the seat pan to move 5° downward for upright postures
- Colors: 5 digital knit back, 11 standard mesh, and 24 graded-in COMs
- Cleanable with soap and water or disinfecting wipes; bleach cleanable fabric, leather, and faux leather available
- Alta™ stain repellent or Alta Moisture Barrier may be added for enhanced cleanability and protection

Certifications/Accolades
- BIFMA LEVEL 3 Certified
- GREENGUARD Gold Certified
- Interior Design's Best of Year Award
- Interior Design's HiP at NeoCon Award
- International Design Excellence Awards - Bronze
- Red Dot Award
- United States Ergonomics Certified
- Protected by Multiple Global Patents

Statement of Line
- Task Chair
- Executive Chair
- Task Stool